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SBSTA informal consultations on implementing overall mitigation in 
global emissions in the mechanism (SBSTA agenda item 15)  
 
Prepared by: Eric Bea (National University of Singapore) 
 
5 June 2021, 1630h CEST  
Co-Facils:  
Hugh Sealy (Barbados) (“HS”); Peer Stiansen (Norway) (“PS”) 
 
 
Guiding Questions: 
• What is/are the optimal method(s) for implementing overall mitigation of global 

emissions (OMGE)? 
• How can the impact of OMGE be aggregated and reported (e.g. for the global 

stocktake)? 
 
 
PS opens session. We have had rich and focused discussions so far. We need to 
narrow down options and reach consensus. I would like to remind all participants and 
observers that recording this session is not permitted, referring to rules relating to 
use of AV recording equipment. Does any party object to opening this session to 
observers. No objections. Thank you. I trust the observers are very pleased too.  
 
We continue with our series of informal technical expert dialogues. The topic today is 
implementing OMGE in 6.4 mech. I would like to ask parties to focus on compromises 
and solutions, not restate positions. We will prioritise parties making their first 
interventions in this session. 
 
(Reads guiding questions) 
 
The floor is now open. 
 
 
Ethiopia (o/b/o LDC): Our position on OMGE is not new. We think it OMGE is 
essential to raising ambition in the Paris Agreement. OMGE is complementary but 
separate from trading emissions and provides for further mitigation.  
 
LDC supports mandatory cancellations of the same %age at every transaction, and 
deposited in a cancellation account maintained by the Secretariat and not used for 
any purpose. 
 
Every five years, the 6.4 supervisory body (6.4SB) should report and review the state 
of OMGE. OMGE cancellations should extend to all ITMOs, otherwise ITMOs would 
nullify the OMGE mech in 6.4 by undercutting the 6.4 credits. 
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Voluntary cancellations, while welcome, is not a reliable way of achieving OMGE. The 
principle should be to increase prices while not reducing demand.  
 
The LDC group has commissioned a paper on OMGE and it has found that any 
amount of cancellations will only result in price increases well below the price of 
carbon market units. 
 
 
Senegal (o/b/o African Group): Before moving to the guiding questions, we would 
like to make clear that we do not think that cancellation of units or discounting should 
be the way to go, and prefer a conservative baseline approach. However, in the spirit 
of consensus, we have agreed in Madrid to these forms of OMGE if they are applied 
equally to 6.2 and 6.4.  
 
We also note that in the last version of the Presidency text, the corresponding 
adjustments for OMGE in 6.4 para 67(a) states that issuance of 6.4ERs – host country 
should make the corresponding adjustments for the total number of ERs issued. This 
issue should not be addressed in this section as ERs only become ITMOs if they are 
internationally transferred. If they are used domestically or “not international” they 
should not be subject to corresponding adjustments. 
 
OMGE is well addressed in the 6.4 Presidency text. A %age of ERs issued at first 
transaction is to be transferred to a cancellation account, and the CMA is to decide 
the %age figure. But how do we apply it to 6.2? We are open to discussion. 
 
We stress that for the global stocktake – each participating party reports on the 
applied OMGE amounts in annual and regular 6.2/6.4 reports, incl. in their BTRs. The 
6.4 registry is to report on the state of the cancellation account.  
 
 
Costa Rica (o/b/o AILAC): Our position is well known and not changed. We call for 
a balanced approach in applying OMGE in 6.2 and 6.4 and move away from zero-
sum offsetting and towards greater mitigation. Cancellation of units by host is the 
simplest way to implement OMGE. We have the infrastructure to do so. This is not in 
any way a trade-off btw ambition and greater mitigation, and in no way relaxes the 
requirements on host parties. We simply need to add reporting lines in BTRs and 
other reports.  
 
 
Switzerland (o/b/o EIG): We note that the session is on implementing OMGE in 6.4 
as there is no basis in applying it to 6.2. We note that OMGE is currently phrased in 
enabling language/terms in the PA. The priority should be the robustness of the 
calculations of baselines and avoid double counting. We believe that voluntary 
elements such as OMGE cannot be made a prerequisite of registrations of projects.  
CMA can encourage voluntary cancellations by various sectors to operationalise 
OMGE. To answer the second question - the 6.4SB is the most appropriate body to 
report on OMGE application to the GST. 
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Egypt (o/b/o Arab Group): There must be equal treatment in 6.2 and 6.4 in applying 
OMGE. We agree with the African group on the need to avoid the double application 
of OMGE. 
 
On how OMGE is to be applied – there is nothing in 6.4 on cancellation or discounting 
in the PA. 6.4ERs are meant to represent real and verified mitigation actions. As such 
anything that undermines the veracity of 6.4ERs is unacceptable. We should use 
technical methods, or encourage voluntary cancellations. The use of the 6.4 mech 
should itself provide OMGE. This was previously an option in draft texts and should 
be reinstated.  
 
On how OMGE impacts can be aggregated and reported – we reiterate equal 
treatment of 6.2 and 6.4 and avoid discriminating against either. CMA should adopt 
a decision and play a role in compiling the methods used to achieve OMGE to report 
to the GST. Parties should report annually on their OMGE applications.  
 
 
St Kitts and Nevis (o/b/o AOSIS):  
• We note the negos on OMGE covered 6.2 and 6.4 
• Importance and context of OMGE – NDC synthesis report shows we are far from 

PA 1.5 deg C 
• Design of Art 6 must protect NDC ambition and additional abatement if we are to 

achieve 1.5; we must go beyond zero-sum abatement. 
• Art 6 cannot be about cost-saving alone, must move us towards 1.5 
• Priority – adoption of substantial OMGE cancellation rate; and applying this OMGE 

rate to both 6.2 and 6.4 
• Scale – must consider x/10/20/30% cancellation rates, and must lean towards 

most ambitious end of this range; 5% is far too low 
• Method – mandatory cancellation of a fixed %age of units to the mech’s 

cancellation acct and not used for any purpose is the only acceptable option. 
Simple, easy to apply, transparent, can quantify OMGE.  

• We must not confuse or conflate domestic ambition with global mitigation. The 
former can be protected with conservative baselines, but those do not deliver 
quantifiable global mitigation.  

• 6.2 text – does not give comfort to parties calling for mandatory cancellation. 
• Reporting – mech registry should do the reporting to GST for 6.4; 6.2 text should 

provide further clarity on OMGE and SOP approaches not currently available. 
• Additional work – we need a session for quantifying the impact of various levels 

of CDM transfers, OMGE, and SOP on the mechanisms and provide clarity on 
which options will undermine/enhance ambition and environmental integrity, and 
the practical applications of the OMGE and SOP in the mechs. 

• For units that do not get transferred internationally – once units are issued, they 
can be used by anyone; and so all applicable cancellations should happen at the 
point of cancellation to boost the innate value of the issued units since they are 
already adjusted. 
 
 

HS takes over. 
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Bolivia 
• Art 6 does not call for any market mechanism and 6.2/6.4 cannot proceed without 

6.8 and that 6.2/6.4 cannot be market-based. Markets have failed to achieve 
reductions in emissions. A pure economic analysis of the problem does not 
address the fact that lives are at stake. 

  
 
Brazil 
• To objectively address the questions – we disagree in principle with mandatory 

cancellations. 
• OMGE lacks specification in the PA. We fully agree with the Arab Group – use of 

the mech itself leads to OMGE. 
• 6.2 and 6.4 should operate in equal terms to broaden participation, and 

mandatory cancellations will significantly affect the economic analysis of 
stakeholders; 6.2 requirements are significantly more relaxed as compared to 6.4 
and places 6.4 at a disadvantage, and introducing mandatory cancellations make 
it worse. 

• OMGE is associated with additional mitigation actions 
• We support having a voluntary cancellation account maintained by the 6.4SB 
• 6.4SB should elaborate the methodologies and parameters on baseline setting 
 
 
Saudi Arabia (o/b/o LMDC): 
• Align with Arab Group 
• The Art 6 should serve as tool to deliver OMGE through cooperation in achieving 

increasingly ambitious NDCs and using the mechanisms to get to more ambitious 
NDCs. If the NDCs are not ambitious enough, then the problem is with the NDCs. 
And the NDCs should then be made more ambitious.  

• OMGE should not mean mandatory cancellations. 
• “Net” does not appear in the PA 
• We should not create and operationalise a mechanism, only to result in its non-

use because of additional tariffs and taxations under the rubric of OMGE. OMGE 
should be supported by technical means, not artificial cancellations.  

 
 
HS: I would like to hear more about the technical means to achieve OMGE, as 
proposed by LMDC, at some point in the future. 
 
 
European Union: OMGE is more than just cancellations, and we must address the 
ambition of the mechanism itself. We support voluntary cancellations as ‘something 
more’. Like others, we think there needs to be ambition and adjustments for that to 
happen. We think voluntary cancellations should apply to 6.2 too.  
 
We support AOSIS’s call for a workshop / paper on the impacts of CDM transition, 
OMGE, and SOP options.    
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China: Use of the mech should contribute to OMGE, no need to establish mandatory 
cancellations. Parties are free to make voluntary cancellations. Secretariat can do the 
reporting of OMGE to GST. 
 
 
New Zealand: Our understanding that OMGE should only apply to 6.4. We 
encourage parties to achieve OMGE in practical and effectively. We don’t support 
mandatory cancellations. Private sector demands for carbon credits and climate 
neutrality claims need to be addressed and may provide an avenue for host parties 
to deliver OMGE. 
 
 
Russia: OMGE should be the result of actions in NDCs + non-party stakeholders. We 
need precise data on mitigation activities. OMGE should be the result of proper 
functioning of Art 6. Cancellations should be based on agreement between parties. 
We should not introduce more uncertainty into the mech by creating mandatory 
cancellation requitements. 
 
 
Japan: Good night from Japan and I hope everyone gets rested after this session. 
We understand that the Presidency text from Madrid was the result of compromise. 
That being said, we consider OMGE to be achieved through conservative baselines.  
 
Since information collection will be started in November 2021, GST should be 
discussed in that room. 
 
 
United States: We agree OMGE is a critical part of Art 6. We understand that Art 6 
should allow parties to undertake more ambitious NDCs. We have noted that the 
understanding of OMGE has evolved towards a certain set of approaches. We should 
be aiming to create a level playing field, not artificially increasing prices and limiting 
supply thru mandatory cancellations. CDM has dominated the market, and we think 
6.4 will have similar dominance and advantages, including a platform for monetisation 
and flexible price floor. Since Madrid, we have seen more participation in voluntary 
markets. We have an active interest in the success of the mechanism as with the 
CDM before, and to make the  6.4 mech as attractive as possible. We understand 
that there is variety of mechs adopted by parties as ITMOs and there is no mandate 
for OMGE in 6.2, so we cannot support implement OMGE cancellations in the same 
way as 6.4. 
 
 
Indonesia: There are trade-offs and implications in the application of the OMGE 
proposals made by parties affecting various stakeholders. Host and buyer should 
share responsibility. Host should apply conservative baselines and apply 
corresponding cancellations to the cancellation account.  
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Australia: Happy Sunday. We do not see the Presidency text as optimal in regard to 
OMGE. We note that we are only addressing 6.4 since OMGE only appears in Art 6.4 
and not 6.2. The aim of 6.4 is to enable parties to co-operate to achieve greater 
ambition. OMGE should be achieved through the good design of the 6.4 mechanism, 
and not through the mechanistic approach of mandatory cancellations. The latter will 
not have the same scale of OMGE as designing Art 6 well.  
 
We need proper modelling and analysis on OMGE – we have seen some analysis out 
there which we struggle to understand what their basis is. 
 
Global progress on OMGE will be captured thru aggregating national inventories, plus 
annual reporting as necessary.  
 
 
(ended 1815 CEST) 


